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AUGUST 2018
28 AUGUST MEETING 10h00 to 11h00 – Juan and/or Jeru Claassen
Juan and Jeru run a private Wildlife Sanctuary in the Seaview area, called 'Animals in Wonderland. They
specialise in reptile and wildlife education and will bring along live specimens of various reptiles and raptors.
25 SEPTEMBER MEETING: Dr Chiquita Vosloo
Chiquita Vosloo will speak on 'Introduction to Homeopathy'
AUGUST OUTING: Bottle Makers Factory, Thursday 16 th at 10h00
We will meet at the factory which manufactures plastic bottles.
Address:
18 Goedemoedfontein Street
Seaview
PLEASE NOTE: In the interest of Health and Safety Regulations, we are required to wear closed flat shoes.
If you'd like to join us, please put your name down on the list at the meeting.
SEPTEMBER OUTING: Angel's Wings Ceramics, Tuesday 11th September
We have the option here of just doing the tour from 10h00 to 11h00, or adding a pottery workshop from 11h00 to
13h00. Here you will be assisted in making a small pottery article such as a teaspoon holder for R100 upwards,
depending on the article you wish to make.
Angel's Wings is located in The Works, Baakens Valley.
2018 SUBS
A reminder to those who have not yet paid their 2018 subs, this will now cost you R60.
Banking details:
U3A
Nedbank, Branch: 198765, Savings Acc: 2007311232
NEWSLETTERS
If you would like to have your newsletter e-mailed to you, please fill in the form at the next meeting, writing
your e-mail address VERY CLEARLY.

ww.u3ape.co.za

SELF-INTEREST GROUPS
One of the aims of U3A globally, is to promote self-interest groups run by the members. This means that if a
member has a particular interest, they lead a self-interest group to share their expertise with members who share
a similar interest, thus promoting an increase in knowledge.
We have tried to initiate this in the past, without much success, and are hopeful that this time round there will be
members who are willing to volunteer their services.
At our next meeting there will be a list available for those who have an interest to offer, and a second list for
suggested self-interest groups. Alternately, you can contact Lynda Connellan on 041-364 3038 or 082 421 3967.
We have already identified facilities to accommodate small groups and hope to make use of it soon!

CHARITY DONATIONS – SANTA:
A reminder to drop off unwanted blankets and clothing at the meeting.
WEBSITE TIP
If you go on to our website and the latest newsletter does not appear when you feel that it should already have
been uploaded (about the middle of the month), press F5 on your computer to refresh the page. If it has been
uploaded, it will appear.

LAST WORD:

See you at the meeting
Merlene
Cartridge COMP
Suppliers of all your printing consummables
Ink/toner refills
56 Third Avenue
Newton Park
041-3638540
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